
Story 1: Ahmaud Arbery Murder Investigation

“The first witness taking the stand this morning in the federal case against the three Georgia
men convicted of murdering Ahmaud Arbery almost two-years ago.
-----
Both the Department of Justice and defense attorneys presented their opening statements
yesterday... explaining their versions of the moments leading up to Arbery's death that February.

Prosecutors believe over the coming days they'll prove the men talked about race in a negative
light and used racial slurs when referring to Black people. However, the defense says THEIR
evidence will show the men were trying to be quote "good neighbors" following a series of
break-ins

We spoke to Abery's mother who says she's preparing to listen to all the hard evidence...
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The DOJ will present its case this morning before the first witness is called at 9. I'm WOKV's
Madison Roberts... Stay with us for “updated throughout the morning on air and in the Free
WOKV App.”

Story 2: Violent Weekend in Jacksonville

“Our Top Local Story...
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Bullets scattered across Jacksonville after a violent weekend stretching from Mandarin to the
Northside.

WOKV's Madison Roberts starts our team coverage... she says there were nine shootings
altogether.
------
I'm currently following three separate Southside shootings reported within the last 24-hours ago.
We just got an update from JSO on the most recent incident that happened around 1 this
morning on Beach.... near the East Beltway.



Police tell us a man and woman are recovering from gunshot wounds after getting into a fight
with another man. We're told the the suspect drove off in a white] SUV.

Happening in the Sans Souci [[sue-see]] neighborhood... Police tell us a man is recovering after
he was shot last night by two men trying to rob him.

Team coverage continues with Action News Jax Ben Ryan... who's following a deadly incident
on Baymeadows Road.
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Not a lot of details released in that.... including suspect information... but interviews are
underway.

IN from the Breaking News Center... Madison Roberts... 104.5... WOKV.”


